Write the correct prepositions.
1. ___in___ January
2. _______ September 18
3. _______ the morning

4. _______ Father’s day
5. _______ 5:30 pm
6. _______ night

Look and complete using when or what time.

1.
2.
3.
4.

A _When_ do they go skiing?
B They go skiing in winter
A _____ does the market close?
B It closes at 8:00 pm.
A _____ does he take piano lesson? B He takes them on Friday.
A _____ do you eat lunch?
B We eat breakfast at 8:00.

Complete the answers.
1. When is your birthday? (December)
It ___is in December___
2. What time does he get to school? 9:30 a.m.)
He _____________________________________
3. When do you have the exam? (April 5)
I _______________________________________
4. What time does the store close? (9:00 p.m.)
It ______________________________________
5. When does she take violin lesson? (Saturdays)
She _____________________________________
6. When does the show begin? (noon)
It ______________________________________

Look and complete the sentences.

In
1.
2.
3.
4.

on

behind

under

The dogs are __under__ the curtains.
Look at the ball __________ the table.
Tommy is hiding __________ the box.
The car is __________ the road.

Circle the correct words.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

(There is / There are) many people in the market.
(There is / there are) an apple on the table.
(There is / There are) many apartment in Osaka.
(There is / There are) a motorcycle between the cars.
(There is / There are) a pond in the park.
(There is / There are) some paintings on the wall.

Unscramble the words and write the sentences.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

behind / Her house / is / the station _Her house is behind the station_
are / my house / Two trees / in front of ____________________
The girl / Ana / is / next to
_______________________
a bird nest / There / in / is / the tree _______________________
There / the lake / a bridge / above / is _____________________
are / four shorts / on / There / my bed ____________________

